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*Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic

WEIRD countries have unique sets of those norms and values. Through a set of both in-person and
virtual activities participants will be able to experience and reflect upon their own immediate reactions
to WEIRD values. We will explore what these values are, and how they perpetuate biases in our
institutions. Next, we will examine the ramifications they may have on our institutional effectiveness
and outcomes. Finally, we will analyze and discuss how to effect change in our organizations to attain
better outcomes. While we will use the WEIRD cultures model to frame our session, we will also
examine ways our activities are useful for understanding bias founded on any culture’s values and
norms.
In this highly experiential workshop, we will explore how culturally specific values become universal
and invisible. This invisibility can sabotage an organization’s ability to successfully interact with
diverse groups within their culture and bridge across cultures. Unless we can unmask and address
these biases, our institutions will continue to reinforce the same behaviors, entering an unending
cycle of repeated outcomes. Understanding individual and organizational bias can increase our
effectiveness connecting across differences. Whether our activities are new for you or are done in a
new way that helps develop new insights into facilitating them in unique ways, participants should
expect to be creatively, experientially, and reflectively engaged. Our workshop model also includes
train the trainer discussions for application of these tools to participants’ professional and personal
work/lives. In addition, as more trainings are moving to only online, we will also discuss ways in which
our activities can be adapted to virtual environments.
Participants will be able to:
• Describe the values common to the W.E.I.R.D. cultures, and how those values lead to creating
and reinforcing biases in our institutions
• Experience activities designed to unmask the underlying biases discussed in the W.E.I.R.D.
framework
• Frame values as WEIRD instead of universal to better include those visiting the West or
interacting within institutions of the dominant culture
• Apply experiential methods to unmask hidden cultural values
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